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About This Game

Experience the thrill of flying from the comfort of your broomstick. Blast your way across the field to score the winning goal
before time runs out!

Learn to Fly, Score, and Fight as you prepare your skills for the game day!

We want everyone to know that we are working on polishing the game and adding in a multiplayer mode as well. We are
releasing Broomball for free before the update because we want to get feedback on the game mechanics to make sure we can
provide the best experience for everyone. We hope you enjoy playing the game as much as we have enjoyed the development

process.

Happy Hunting,

The Broomball Team

We will also be releasing free tutorials on www.leadingones.com detailing our development process for any developers out there
who are interested in getting started with making their own VR games!
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broomball vr

The screen is jerky when I type and it give me motion sickness. Very hard to play\/read with the words jumping around like
that.. An interesting take on twin-stick shooters.
The addition of shadows makes the onslaight of enemies much less overwhelming for players new to the genre (such as myself).
boss battles are fun and memorable.
Only complaints I have are a) the game doesn't really tell you much and b) this might just be my controller, but charge attacks
either don't work or don't work the way they should.. A great example of how expansions (or DLC) should be made!

Opposing Force managed to differentiate itself just enough from the original Half-Life, while remaining fun and non-repetitive.

The story was quite interesting, as you take the role of Corporal Shephard, a military specialist assigned to eliminate Gordon
Freeman, after the initial events of the first game.

During his mission you encounter a big variety of enemies, both human and alien. The aliens especially were quite many.
As usual, the G-Man made a few cameo appearances as well, while observing and evaluating you.

Many new weapons were included too and particularly the alien ones were a nice innovation from the original game and made
you truly feel how it is to play on the alien side (a few years before Halo successfully did it, too).

Aside from the added enemies and weapons, new allies came along too: the medic and the engineer, which could respectively
heal you in battle and enable you to access new areas. This was another nice addition, from the allies of the original that could
only follow you and assist you for a bit.

The length was also good enough for an expansion, about half the duration of Half-Life (duh).
Revisiting Xen was nice too.

All in all, Opposing Force was a good nostalgia trip, on the trail of what made the first game great.
Recommended definitely!. seems good, however it did not recognize my mouse input at all except for the scroll wheel, which
was odd. idk if that's just something specific to my mouse(razer naga hex version 2, btw) or just the teaser being wonky for me
for some other reason.. Downloaded and expected a top class model. Instead, I got a badly modified rendition of the IHH model
that left me seriously dissapointed. It comes with Two variants, a single chimney and Double chimney, along with two tender
variants, BR1A and BR1G. Yet there is no sign of an Evening Star version or a Crosti boilered version, two of the most well
known types of 9f. Harumph.

The Sounds are absolutely atrocious. They are the basic european assest sounds for steam locos, so the same as the black five
that comes with the base version and still sound awful, as they always have. It completely ruins any feeling of immersion and
therefore ruins the loco, so dont buy this expecting amazing sound quality as it is pants.

Internally, the cab has been brought up to scratch with brand new textures and a few simple changes to some of the fittings.

Externally, the model textures have been updated and in fairness look pretty decent, well weathered to a realistic degree. But
two things let it down, one being that you can no longer switch headlamps around to suit the train you are hauling, and the other
being that the running gear and wheels are not quarterised. Basically, the valve gear is mirrored and not slightly offset the same
as the real locomotive would be, which completley ruins the exterior view for me personally. Every other steam locomotive in
train simulator has it offset, so as to why DTG decided to change it I have no idea.

Performance wise this loco is very mediocre. It has amazing pulling power at low speeds, and will keep good steam up doing it.
But as soon as you start getting up to higher speeds of about 40-50mph, pressure seems to drop drastically along with the pulling
power, so if you try to keep going you will more than likely drop to a crawl and then stop. Very annoying indeed.

In summary, it feels like DTG put no effort to change the flaws that were evident with the original IHH, and instead put
minimum effort into a 'that'll do approach'. The sounds are awful, the external features are okay with the animations and lack of
offsetting leading me to giving a resounding meh in this department. Internally the Cab view is pretty nice, but nothing special.
And the Performance is rather disappointing for a loco famous for fast heavy freght trains and speeds of up to 90 mph. The lack
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of an Evening Star version and a Crosti boiler version makes me suspicious that they will be a seperate marketplace add-on of
\u00a32 each, even though IHH offered both.

Would I recommend this? If youre after a polished, top quality freight engine of the 1950s and 60s, No. Definately not. Unless
DTG updates the rather glaring issues with it, which is unlikely. Either get this in a very reduced sale or get yourself the
Robinson 04, a freight engine half the price and at least 10x better in almost every respect.
. The story of Jung and Ai continues, faced with another inevitable fate. Will Jung be able to save her this time? Or is he going
to put all their memories behind him?

Carpe Diem: Reboot is the direct sequel to Carpe Diem (the F2P very short Visual Novel), beginning at where the
previous one ended, developed and published by Moonlit Works.

You don't have to play the prequel to understand and enjoy the sequel since this game will begin with the end of the
first one and has its own story. Even though, I recommend playing it since it's shorter than 15 minutes.

There are 4 decisions to make, only the last 3 of them having a game impact, leading to one of the two available endings
- True Ending and Good Ending. It took me around 5 hours to finish Carpe Diem: Reboot and to get the chance to
experiment both endings.

The Artwork, Soundtracks and the other technical stuff have a better quallity than they had in the prequel. The key
features of this game are: ~50,000 words, 8 characters to interact with, 14 CGs and is fully-voiced in English.

If you enjoyed Carpe Diem, I highly recommend buying Carpe Diem: Reboot. If you didn't like the first game or didn't
have the chance to play it, I'm still saying that this one it's deffinetly worth buying because it's a good Visual Novel
overall. Just don't expect a sappy romance.

Just because it crashed doesn't mean it's over. 
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Awesome Game!. This is Black mirror 2 part 2 little was changed about the formula it would have felt seamless if this was a
second half of 2. That wasn't a complaint and this is a fitting end to the story and 2 and 3 are lengthy enough to feel worth the
asking price. Just don't start here if you haven't played through 1 and 2 there it will be hard to enjoy this game as it's main point
is to tie up a bunch of loose ends and assumes you know what's going on.. Lots of explosions, a cool button masher feeling, and
a sick heavy metal midi soundtrack make this the kind of game that will always make you smile... and then swear violently when
you explode.. This game has very good story. The story line is unexpected. I cried watching the ending ... T_T. Bought this on
sale. Just finished the Western Hole and looking forward to the rest of the game. Delightfully quirky and feels a lot like a
streamlined version of DQ3.
Lots of good ideas in this title. Classes are well done. I really like the over world hidden locations and wandering NPCs.
Monster names are entertaining. Battles are fairly vanilla (but they wrap up very quickly, so it's not so bad).
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